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By Maryann Reid

St. Martin's Griffin. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 240 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x
5.5in. x 0.8in.The African American answer to Sex and the City---a collection of hip, sexy, funny
novellas about successful black women in their twenties, on the dating scene, making all the wrong
moves . . . A fine ambitious sister on the rise to stardom, junior correspondent to NBC News, Farahs,
has life on a string. And shes looking for a quick hook-up. But this sisters about to learn what
happens when you take the fast track to love . . . Alaya fled the projects, determined not to be
anybodys baby-mama, got her degree, and opened her own accounting firm. Everything is perfect.
All she needs now is that perfect someone. Only holding out for Mr. Right may mean missing out on
love altogether . . . Kenya, an almost-thirty successful investment strategist is plotting some
strategies of her own to alleviate her Cant Find a Husband blues. So when her hot Latin neighbors
dog kicks sand in her face while shes meditating on the beach, she realizes that it not quite the first
move she had in mind, but it seems to be fate. That...
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This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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